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From probably the most respected authority in pediatrics comes a must-have resource for all
parents--The Big Book of Symptoms: What Every Mother or father Needs to Know. From time to
time every parent has to evaluate their child’ Divided into 2 main sections— This book is
designed to assist you to distinguish minor everyday concerns with an increase of serious
conditions, also to suggest a fair course of action.s symptoms and determine what actions to
take. An essential text for every home library, The Big Publication of Symptoms will help parents
determine the simplest way to help their ill child.The Big Publication of Symptoms also offers an
extensive index to greatly help find information quickly.an A-Z directory of the most typical
childhood symptoms and an illustrated first aid manual and safety instruction—
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I really like "The Big Reserve of Symptoms" I really like "The Big Reserve of Symptoms":A-Z.I've
three children. Two males ages 4 and 5 yrs . old. The lady is 9 months old.Each has different
needs and personality.Many thanks to make our lives less nerve-racking. Handy, concise
resource. Yes, you can google symptoms, but I'm old fashioned and prefer to have a clear
resource with suggestions from a resource that I trust, especially in the middle of the night when
your kid wakes up ill. It's relaxing to learn that I have something to rely on. Specially, helpful for
my 4 year old who has serious potty issues.I am tired of researching online for helpful health
tips. As a grandmother We purchased this very reasonably priced book to become
acquainted with medical symptoms that might affect my grandchildren while they are in my
care. It's my encyclopedia! Five Stars Awesome book! I am very happy that I purchased "The
Big Reserve of Symptoms: A-Z". I am so pleased I did so! Who knew so very much medical
information has changed since I raised my children? Obviously, I am buying this significant
reserve for my friends, so when presents for baby showers to any extent further! A perfect gift
(and possibly lifesaver) for all who like, and cherish children!! Has a nice grab chart with the
existing First Aid techniques. I love that I can research a symptom alphabetically and quickly
see whether it's connected to various other symptoms and indications of when to call a health
care provider. I think we will use this often in the arriving years. Google when several symptoms
come up. A Household Must Have Great resource to have in every household. Glad I've it!
Would recommend. Glad I have it A very thorough book of symptoms. Brief helpful. Now, I
canJust open up the book and appearance up suggestions and tips that willHelp me manage
their overall health.It's a fundamental publication for ALL parents. It covers the majority of the
common problems that parents are faced with in a nice concise fashion. Helps parents avoid
the dreaded trip to Dr. Highly Recommend! Nice little reference to have around Nice little
reference to have around. Well written and an excellent reference for each household with
small children. Thank you. A perfect present for all who love, and cherish kids! Very helpful!
Would definitely recommend
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